
Platts Oil and Gas 
Production Monitors
The Platts Oil and Gas Production Monitors are the only publications that utilize Platts extensive 
knowledge of natural gas pipeline flows, gas and oil infrastructure, well‑level data, producer behavior 
and rig activity to provide an integrated and comprehensive view of North American oil and gas 
production.

Your industry peers, including analysts, traders and 
strategic planners, use these regional reports as a key 
resource to understand how market fundamentals 
are impacting oil and gas production now and over 
the next five years. With basin‑by‑basin analysis and 
five‑year production forecasts delivered monthly, Platts 
Production Monitors allow you to analyze regional 
oil and gas production from a fundamentals perspective. 

Benefits of a subscription to 
Platts Production Monitors

 ‑ Comprehensive data and analysis covering each 
key producing region in North America including 
the Rockies/ West, Northeast, Southeast/Gulf, 
Midcontinent, and Canada to provide you with 
the confidence you are operating with in‑depth 
knowledge of basins you are working in. 

 ‑ Written analysis that applies context and in‑depth 
market understanding to natural gas and crude oil 
production, allowing readers to easily understand 
recent trends and future movements.

 ‑ Unlimited access to the team of Platts analysts  
who write the report, as well as our larger team  
of analysts.

Coverage:
 ‑ Five‑year oil and gas production forecasts by production 
reporting area (PRA), with visual depictions of 
monthly and annual production averages.

 ‑ Comprehensive coverage of all leading oil and gas basins 
in North America, including production estimates by basin, 
rig activity, drilling trends and efficiencies, rig maps with 
operators and written analysis with producer sentiment 
(see below for a complete list of basins covered in each 
regional Platts Production Monitor).

 ‑ Horizontal drilling dynamics analysis spotlights the 
efficiency of rigs by measuring the number of wells drilled 
per rig, per month in each basin throughout time.

 ‑ Supplemental data file for each Platts Production  
Monitor containing rig counts by operator, type curves  
(oil and gas), drill times and completion data (lateral lengths,
proppant, etc.) for the major basins. 

 ‑ Combined oil and gas production data file containing  
oil and gas (gross and dry) forecast in separate tabs,  
including production estimates for all of the plays covered 
in the report.

Who should use this report?
 ‑ Business development units use this information to 

understand how market fundamentals are impacting 
producing basins now and over the next five years.

 ‑ Traders and market analysts use this data as an input into 
their forecasting models for production of natural gas and 
crude oil.

 ‑ End‑users including utilities and manufacturers use these 
reports to understand future supply optionality  
for gas.

 ‑ Refineries use these reports to understand future  
supply options.
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Detailed basin coverage included in each report

Canadian Northeast Midcon Rockies/West Southeast/Gulf

British Columbia Marcellus – Wet and Dry Williston Permian

Alberta Utica – Wet and Dry

Williston

Denver‑Julesburg Eagle Ford

Bitumen New York

Ardmore

Powder River Ft. Worth

Saskatchewan Kentucky

Fayetteville

Uinta GOM Offshore

Manitoba Virginia

Arkoma‑Woodford

Green River LA Gulf Coast

Eastern Provinces PADD 1

Palo Duro

Piceance Haynesville

Northern Territories

Ohio

Paradox Fayetteville

Michigan

San Juan East Texas

PADD 2

Raton Arkoma‑Woodford

California Palo Duro

Alaska San Juan

PADDs 4 and 5 PADD 3

Permian

Scoop/Stack

Anadarko




